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Picture 1

1 yellow 2 brown 3 green 4 red 5 blue
6 orange 7 pink 8 purple
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Picture 2

1 green 2 brown 3 orange 4 yellow
5 white 6 black 7 pink
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Picture 3

1 blue 2 green 3 yellow 4 orange

5 brown 6 red
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Picture 4

1 red 2 yellow 3 black 4 brown
5 green 6 white 7 blue 8 orange
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Picture 5

1 yellow 2 brown 3 green 4 white
5 red
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Picture 6

1 red 2 yellow 3 blue 4 purple
5 pink 6 green
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Do some Maths and colour the pictures.

Picture 1

1 pink 2 blue 3 orange 4 brown
5 white 6 red 7 purple 8 black

9 yellow 10 green
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Picture 2

blue 7 yellow 4 brown 9 red 6
green 3 pink 5
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Picture 3

green 10 9 orange 8 yellow 7 brown
6 red 5 white 4 pink
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Unscramble the letters.

1 TWINER ____________________________________________

2 DYOUCL ____________________________________________

3 WLAKESKON ____________________________________________

4 LILCHY ____________________________________________

5 DOCL ____________________________________________

6 TKESBLNA ____________________________________________

7 EEEZNS ____________________________________________

8 OTSRF ____________________________________________

9 ISK ____________________________________________

10 NOWS ____________________________________________
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Unscramble the winter vocabulary words listed below.

FLRRUY 5___ ___ 1___ ___ ___ ___

TOFRS ___ ___ 6___ 9___ ___

ECI ___ 8___ 4___

RCTICA ___ 7___ ___ ___ ___ ___

VCELNAAHA 11___ ___ ___ 3___ ___ 2___ ___ ___ ___

LKAFE ___ ___ ___ ___ 10___

Place the letters from the numbered boxes into the sentence to see the secret message!

B 1 2 d 3 4 1 p 5 6 7 8 6 3 d

9 10 11 9 6 2
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Let's have fun with word searches!

Find these words!
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Find
these

words!
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Mateo Janeš,1 st class,Severin na Kupi
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Find
these

words!
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Mateo Janeš, 1st class, Severin na Kupi
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Find us!
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Find these words!
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Find

these

words!
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Find
us!

MY FAMILY & ME
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Wanna meet us?

We are the 2nd class pupils from Moravice. There are 7 of us – 6 girls and only 1 boy.

My name is Maja Milošević. I'm 8. My
favourite colour is purple. My
favourite number is 5. My favourite
animal is a dog. My favourite toy is a
doll. My favourite character from our
book is Tracy.

My name is Morana Konjević. I'm 8.
My favourite colour is purple. My
favourite number is 8. My favourite
animal is a zebra. My favourite toy is a
teddy. My favourite character from
our book is Mick.

My name is Katja Livojević. I'm 8. My
favourite colour is blue. My favourite
number is 6. My favourite animal is a
cat. My favourite toy is a teddy. My
favourite character from our book is
Kiki.

My name is Vedrana Vučković. I'm 8.
My favourite colour is red. My
favourite number is 10. My favourite
animal is a fish. My favourite toy is a
doll. My favourite character from our
book is Greta.

My name Rahela Golik. I'm 8. My
favourite colour is yellow. My
favourite number is 9. My favourite
animal is a snake. My favourite toy is
a doll. My favourite character from
our book is Mick.
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2nd class, Moravice

My name is Melani Janeš. I'm nine. I live in a village called Rim. In Rim there are houses and a
river called Kupa. There isn't a school. There are lots of trees and children. There aren't any cafés.

Melani Janeš, 3rd class, Severin na Kupi

My name is Barbara Severinski. I'm 8.
My favourite colour is pink. My
favourite number is 10. My favourite
animal is a giraffe. My favourite toy is
a doll. My favourite character from
our book is Greta.

My name is Sanjin Klaić. I'm 8. My
favourite colour is blue. My favourite
number is 8. My favourite animal is a
dog. My favourite toy is a car. My
favourite character from our book is
Luke.
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My name is Melani Mahnik. I'm 9. I live in a small village called Močile. In Močile there are
lots of trees and animals. There isn't a sports centre. There are lots of houses and people. There aren't
any schools.

Melani Mahnik, 3rd class, Severin na Kupi

My name is Lana. I´m 11 years old. I have got a mom Radojka and a dad Saša. And I have also
got a brother; his name is Bojan and he is 16 years old, so he´s older than me. My dad is great and my
mom is very nice, too. She helps me a lot. My brother can make me laugh so many times. Bojan loves
playing  football. His favourite football player is Cristiano Ronaldo.My  mom´s favourite colour is
gray and my dad´s is green. My brother doesn´t have a favourite colour. My favourite colour is red.
My mom´s favourite movie is The Fugitive and my dad´s The Terminator. My brother doesn´t have a
favourite movie while mine is Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire. My mom doesn´t have a favourite
singer as well as my dad. My brother's favourite singer is Calvin Harris and my favourite singer is Olly
Murs. That would be something about my family.

Lana  Uzelac, 5th class, Moravice

Hi! I'm Bojan, Lana's
big brother!
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This is my family: my mom, my dad, my sister and me.

My mom is very good. She has got beautiful brown eyes and a short brown hair. My dad is sometimes
little naughty but he is still the best dad in the world. He has got brown eyes and a short black hair. My
sister Lorena is very small - she´s only two years old. She has got a short black and brown hair and
blue eyes. My family is the best one for me. I love them very much. I´d do anything for them!

Aleksandra  Trbović, 5th class, Moravice

I have got a big family. I have got a father, a mother, two grandmothers, a grandfather, two
uncles, two aunts and a cousin. My father Miodrag is very tall. He has got a black hair and brown eyes.
He loves forests and cars. He works for the railway company. He is very funny. He was born on March
2nd, 1973. My mother Stojanka works for the railway company like my father. She likes gardening and
flowers. She is as tall as me. She was born on March 20th, 1979. I have got two grandmothers; their
names are Kosanka and Rosa. Kosanka was working at school before but now she is retired. My
grandfather Živko is very funny and loves animals. Before he worked on the railway; now he is retired.
I have got two uncles; their names are Predrag and Milorad. Milorad works for the railway company as
well; he has got a black hair and he is very tall. He's got a wife Romana and a son Igor. Predrag works
for INA and lives in Rijeka. He has got a wife Jovana. My two aunts Romana and Jovana are very
funny. Romana works in the shop but Jovana does not work. Jovana lives in Rijeka. My cousin Igor
goes to the 6th class with me, plays tennis and handball. He is 11.

My family is very funny.

Sanja  Trbović, 6th class, Moravice

My baby sister
Lorena and me!

Hi! I'm
Sanja!

And this is my cousin
Igor! We go to the
same class.
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My name is Suzana. I am eleven years old  and I go to the fifth class. My mom´s name is
Radojka. We live in Moravice. My mom loves to bake cookies.

Suzana Petrović, 5th class, Moravice

Hi! I´m Vedran. I live with my mum and my dad. My mum works at the baker's. My dad works
as a dispatcher. I go to the Nikola Tesla primary school. My mom loves the Turkish soap operas. My
dad loves watching  football and I love watching handball.

Vedran Višnić, 5th class, Moravice
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MY BEST FRIEND

My best friend's name is Sara. She has got a sister. Her name is Klara. She has got a long hair
and brown eyes. She is 11 years old. She is from Croatia. She lives in Gorenci. She is slim and she
goes to the primary school Severin na Kupi. Her favourite singer is Avril Lavigne. Her favourite movie
is A day in New York. She is crazy about pancakes. She is a very good friend because she is funny,
always happy and beautiful. Her favourite subject is History. She loves sweets like chocolate, lollipops
and things like that. Her favourite number is 6. She is my best friend.

Luana Poto, 5th class, Severin na Kupi

My best friend is Luana. Her nickname is Lu. She has got a sister. Her name is Lola. She is 11
years old. She is from Croatia and she lives in Severin na Kupi. She goes to primary school Ivan Goran
Kovačić in Severin na Kupi. She has got a brown hair and brown eyes. She is tall. She loves wearing
jeans. Her favourite singer is Nicki Minaj. She has got a dog; his name is Lord. Her favourite movie is
Starstuck and her favourite number is 26. Her favourite actor is Leonardo di Caprio. She loves sweets
and ice cream. She loves swimming. She is my best friend because she is funny. I love her.

Sara Krizmanić, 5th class, Severin na Kupi

My best friend is Ella. She goes to the same class with me. She is the best person I know. She
always makes me laugh and cheers me up. She has got half long brown hair and brown eyes. She has
got the most beautiful smile in the world. Ella and I have known each other since childhood. Ella likes
to wear tracksuits and T-shirts; she loves makeup and to dress fashionably. She has got a lot of makeup
and nail polishes. She wants to become a doctor. Her favourite drink is Coca-Cola and her favourite
food is pasta. She loves One Direction and her favourite among them is Zayn. She has got two
hamsters named Buco and Puco. She has also got a dog Tina. She would really like to visit London
because she loves that city. I really love my best friend Ella.

Lana Uzelac, 5th class,Moravice
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My name is Ella Musulin, I`m 11 years old and my best friend is Lana Uzelac. I know her since
we were little and we go to the same class. She has got brown hair and brown eyes and her favourite
clothes are jeans and T-shirts. She likes to watch TV, play computer games, polish her nails and put
makeup on. Her favourite subject is PE. We love to spend time together. She has got a cute smile and
everything is funny to her. When I`m angry she makes me happy. Her pet is a hamster and it`s very
cute. Her favourite drink is Coca-Cola and her favourite food is pizza. Lana adores One Direction and
her favourite singer is Shakira. When she grows up she wants to be a beautician. Her favourite colour
is red as well as mine. London is our favourite city and we want to go there when we grow up.  I love
my best friend very much and I can`t imagine my life without her. I want to be her best friend forever.

Ella Musulin, 5th class,Moravice

My best friend is the best friend in the whole world. My best friend is Michael Mlađenović. He
is honest and smart. He is 12 and a half years old. He has a nice haircut. He is the best football player
in the world. We  go together in the same class and we sit together as well. He has a girlfriend and her
name is Petra; she goes to the same class as we do. He loves Playboy's bunnies. He loves to eat pizza.
His favourite T- shirt is white and on it there is a picture of Mr Mamić. He's  funny and loves to tell
jokes. His nickname is Jocker. He's a good friend and I hope we will stay best friends forever.

Mateo  Aščić, 6th class, Moravice

My best friend is Mateo Aščić. He's cool and has a nice haircut. He has got a brown hair and
blue eyes. He is a good football player, one of the best ones in Moravice. He was born on August 2nd,
2001. We go together in the same class and we sit together during many lessons. We have a lot of fun
together. He loves to eat pizza; pizza is his favourite kind of food. His favourite  T-shirt is red and on it
there is a picture of Torres. His favourite trousers are blue. He loves to play video games, same as me.
We exchange computer games all the time. His favourite game is Fifa 2013. We are good friends and
we will be good friends forever.

Michael  Mlađenović, 6th class, Moravice

Best friends forever

Mateo
Michael
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My best friend is Aleksandra Trbović. She is 11 years old. She is a very funny and beautiful
girl. She has got one sister Lorena. Lorena is a sweet, funny little girl. She is 2 years old. Aleksandra
and I spend every day together. We are best friends forever. We love music and makeup. I love
Aleksandra because I am on good terms with her. She weights 45 kg. She is a very good friend. I love
Aleksandra and I keep all her secrets safe. We love going sliding in the winter. She is very intelligent.
She goes to the 5th class with Lana, Ella, Suzana, Vedran and Marillena. Aleksandra is cool. She loves
to go for walks with me. She loves to read magazines OK ! and Teen. She loves to eat Nutella, meat...
She likes animals, especially cats, dogs, horses, squirrels and deer.

Petra  Tadić, 6th class, Moravice

My best friend is Zoran Mamula.He lives in Moravice.He was born on 11th May, 2001 in
Rijeka. He is twelve years old. He has been playing football since he was nine years old. We went to
kindergarden together when we were four years old. He is a very, very good friend who always helps
me. He loves football, pizza and playing the accordion.He's very good at playing the accordion as well
as playing football. He likes to watch TV. His zodiac sign is taurus. Sometimes he is angry at the
whole world but then he calms down. He is a good boy. He is also called Zoky and Šljivac.

Igor  Polovina, 6th class, Moravice

Hi! I'm Sandra
and I'm Petra's

best friend!

My best friend Zoran and me

I can play the
accordion!
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My best friend is Simeon Rajnović. We had met when I came to Moravice in the 3rd class. At
first we didn't  talk a lot but after a week or so we started  talking a lot. He is my best friend because
he's a little crazy like me. His favourite colour is blue because it's realy pretty. He likes to eat  beans.
His favourite school subject is Croatian because he likes the teacher. His favourite animal is a dog
because he can play a lot with it. He was born on January 14th, 2001. His favourite sports is football
because he likes to run a lot. And that is all about my best friend.

Refik Husić, 7th class, Moravice

My best friend is Milica Milošević. She is in the 7th class with me; she's just one month and one
day older than me; she is 13 years old. We sit together during all lessons.

She has got three sisters and one brother; they are so cool. She has got a short brown hair and dark
brown eyes. She is not very tall. You can always see her with a big smile on her face. She loves to
wear T-shirts with a print, trousers and very cool shoes. Her favourite colour is pink. Her favourite
animal is a dog. Her favourite sports is handball. Her favourite writer is Božidar Prosenjak while her
favourite book is The Wild Horse. Her favourite groups are One Direction and Elitni odredi. Her
favourite movie is Home alone and her favourite serie is A girl named Feriha. She loves to eat fruits
and her favourite one is a watermelon. Her favourite school subject is Chemistry and the worst one is
Maths. She is my best friend because she knows all my secrets, especially about a boy I fancy. She
knows all of my dreams, too (especially the one of a boy I like and only she knows about him). And of
course, because she is always on my side and she is always there for me when I have problems .

I love her, too because the most important moments in my life weren't without her.  I love her very
much...the same I like that boy, of course.

Thank you for your friendship, Milica!

Natalija Dokmanović, 7th class, Moravice
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My best friend's  name is Natalija Dokmanović. She has got brown eyes and a brown hair. She
goes to the 7th class with me.

She loves reading books. She likes chocolate and sweets. Natalija loves to dance and sing. She loves
One Direction; they are her favourite group. Her favourite colours are purple and green. She likes to
play badminton and golf. Her favourite subjects are Chemistry and Hisory. She loves watching films;
her favourite film is Panda's  Big Adventure. She loves to play the guitar. She loves painting. Her
favourite animals are snakes and dogs. She's  got a dog whose name is Berny. Her favourite fruits are
apples and oranges while her favourite vegetables are carrots and beetroots. When I come to her place
we play computer games and we walk down her street. Her birthday is in October. The places she
would like to live are London and New York City. I love her because we go to school together and
later we go to the park and have a lot of fun.

I love her because she hangs out with me, because she's  always happy and she's never sad.

She's  my best friend forever.

Milica  Milošević, 7th class, Moravice

BFF
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MY FAVOURITES

My favourite animal

My favourite animal is a monkey. Monkeys are very similar to humans. Monkeys have two
hands and two legs. Their body is covered with a fur.

Monkeys live in the forests all over the world. Monkeys eat fruits, vegetables, insects and bugs.

A monkey is my favourite animal because it is very tiny and clever.

Ella  Musulin, 5th class, Moravice

My favourite animal is a dog. His name is Max. He is always in the back of the house.

He is black and gray. He is big and I think he is a husky.

He eats dog food and he's  always running  for my  food.

He is a fighter and I love him because he keeps the house safe. He's looking forward to seeing me
when I get home from school.

Marillena  Golik, 5th class, Moravice
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My favourite animal is a dog. It is one of the first man's animal companions from the Stone
Age. It has a well developed hearing and the sense of smell. Its feet are made for running. Its tail is
usually not short and not long. It eats different food. Most common is meat, but it eats vegetables, too.

Suzana Petrović, 5th class, Moravice

My favourite animal is a cat. I have got one cat named Čupko. He is very playful.

I also love dogs. Cats and dogs do not like each other unless they grow up together.

Cats do not like birds and dogs do not like chickens.

I like them; they are my favourite animals.

Vedran Višnić, 5th class, Moravice
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My favourite computer game

My favourite computer game is Counter Strike 1.6. Counter Strike 1.6 is the best game  in the
world. I play Counter Strike with Dalibor Ćelam ( IMYMI DELPAN <3*), Dušan Kolmar ( *DK*),
Dino Milošević ([B.D.] Dino *), Refik Husić ( *Ying Yang*), Simeon Rajnović ( SIMKI) and Mateo
Aščić ( Mateo -.*). My gamer´s name is IMYMI-*.: Forest8:.*. There are other versions of Counter
Strike: Counter Strike Source, Counter Strike Global Offensive, Counter Strike 1.8... I play Counter
Strike online. The best Counter Strike players in the world are: SK gaming, NoA gaming and NIP
gaming. The best guns used in  Counter Strike are m4a1, ak47, the automatic sniper, Magnum, MP5
and Deagle. My favourite player is SpawN. SpawN  did the first ninja defuse. I have been playing
Counter Strike for 3 years now. In Counter Strike there are Counter-Terrorists and Terrorists.

Dario Konjević, 7th class, Moravice

My favourite computer game is Counter Strike; it is the best game. The goal is to defeat the
terrorists. It is played in a multiplayer way. I play it with my friends: Dario, Dalibor, Ying Yang, Tuna,
Mateo, DK, ICE, ZRNA, Big Schoy. There is also a VIP admin. The admin gives a bomb; he's  very
good at the game. I usually play it for 13 hours, but not every day. I play it in the Mix arena with the
rats. My best friend Dovi plays in the Mix arena, too. My gamer's nickname is Simki. There are guns,
too: M4A1, AK47, MP5, AWP, BULC, UFO, DEAGLE. I have been playing Counter Strike for 1
month. I´m very good at it. I play it online. The best gamer is Ying Yang (Refik Husić).

Counter Strike is the best computer game.

Simeon Rajnović, 7th class, Moravice
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League of Legends is an online strategy game and it´s free. There is a map with 3 lanes; top,
mid and bot. Between the lanes there is a jungle. In the jungle there are monsters' camps. We play 5 on
5. In the bot lane there are 2 players: 1 plays the ADC (additional damage carry) and the other one
supports him to get stronger. In the mid lane only one assassin, who is based on the ability power of
attack damage, plays. In the top lane there's one character (the champion) who is called a tank and he
buys hit points, armour and the magic resist. And the 5th one plays in the jungle, kills the monsters and
helps the other lanes to get a kill. Every champion character has his own role, for example, there are
top lane champions who can´t play anything else! Now I will tell you the names of the champions.
They are: Annie, Garen, Master Yi, Poopy, Soraka, Sivir, Ashe,Teemo, Veigar, Singed, Zilean,
Evelynn,Twisted fate, Kayle, Morgana, Tristana, Siom, Ahali, Katarina Kassadin, Urgot, Xin, Zhao,
Twitch, Lee, Shin, Caitlyn, Vayne, Ted, Kha´Zix,Tresh, Draven, Fizz... Every champion has got his
own abilities. After every level he can take a skill point at any ability; at the ultimate ability you can
take the maximum points at level 6, 11 and 18. My favourite champion is Zed because he is the master
of shadows. After every game you get IPs (influence points). With IPs you can buy champions. In the
game you need to push lanes to the enemy base. At the end you can buy RPs (riot points) for real
money and you can buy skins for them.

And that's the League of Legends!

Marin Mamula, 7th class, Moravice
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My favourite sports

My favourite sports is football. Football is a thing that can not be played by just anyone.

Football is played from the heart and it is not at all easy.

It is something special, I can't  imagine my life without it.

When someone passes the ball in the game everything about you and that ball is important.

Before every game I pray not to endure an enjury during the match.

Still, one happened to me when one player made a strong faul on me and I had to go to the hospital.

I underwent a small operation on my wrist.

I play for the football team NK  ŽELJEZNIČAR and I'm the second best scorer with the total of twelve
goals.

Football is the best sports in the world.

Dalibor Ćelam, 8th class, Moravice

We are the champions, my friend!
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I'm writing about the best football player in the world, Lionel Messi. He was born on 24th June
1987 in Rosario, Argentina as Lionel Andres Messi. Leo was poor but he loved football more than
himself. He played for the Newell's Old Boys. But he found out that he has a problem with his hight.
He was smaller than the kids his age. The football club didn't have enough money for him, so FC
Barcelona took him. They paid for some therapies. He was very talented, so at the age of 16 he had a
debut for the Barcelona in the first team. Until now, he has won 4 Ballon d'Ors. He is the best goal
scorer in the history of FC Barcelona. He's won 3 golden boots and a lot of trophies with the club. He's
also playing for the Argentina national team. He's the best scorer in the history of Argentina. He's also
helping a lot of people around the world. His life has changed a lot. He's now rich and on the top of the
world, but he deserves it!

Lara Mužević, 7th class,Vrbovsko

Leo scoring a hattrick

on Santiago Bernabéu

vs Real Madrid

Messi with his 4 Ballon d'Ors
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My favourite sportsman is Michael Schumacher. He was a Formula One driver and for me he is the king
of that sports. He is the best Formula One driver of all times. He was the best between 1995 and 2004. From
2000 till 2004 he won all the first titles in a row. He is a winner of the '91 Grand Prix race. I would like to drive
a Formula One race like my idol because he was successful in that!

Radovan Jezdić, 6th class, Moravice

My name is Milan and I go to the 6th class. I live in Moravice.When I grow up I want to be a
football player. My friends and I often play football and it's my favourite sports. My favourite football
player is Lionel Messi. Messi is from Argentina and plays for the FC Barcelona. I like him because he
is a great player and he's often on TV.

He and his team are very good and they win almost every time. I also like Messi because he helps poor
children in his countury and in the whole world as well.

I want to be like Messi; he is my idol especially because he is a great player and a good man.

Milan Ivanišević, 6th class, Moravice
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My name is Dino. I want to be a football player one day. I love football and I´m pretty good at
it. My idol is Lionel Messi. He started playing football when he was thirteen years old. I only watch
him on TV. But I´d love to go to the match and meet him in person.

Dino Milošević, 6th class, Moravice

My name is Mateo. My favourite football player is Fernando Torres. I watch him on TV. He
plays for the FC Chelsea and for the Spanish national football team. He is married and he has got 2
children. He is 28 years old. He won the UEFA Champions League as well as the European
Championship. He is one of the best attackers. His nickname is El Nino. With his national football
team he won the World Championship and the European Championship as well.

I would like to meet him!

Mateo Aščić, 6th class, Moravice

My name is Zoran. I want to be a football player one day. I love football very much. My idol is
Lionel Messi. He is the best player in the world. He has won four golden balls and three football hoots.
His biggest competition is Cristiano Ronaldo who is good, but not as good as Messi. I myself play
football as well. I started playing it in my front yard. I have been playing football for two years now.
One day I want to play for Barcelona because Messi and other big stars like Neymar, Trieste, Xavi,
Valdes, Tello and others play there. Now I play for NK Željezničar but I am happy with that...for now
at least.

Zoran Mamula, 6th class, Moravice
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My favourite football player is Lionel Messi. He was born on 24th June, 1987. He is an
Argentinian  football player who plays for the Spanish club FC Barcelona and for the Argentina
national football team. At the age of 24 Messi became Barcelona´s  all-time player in all official club
competitions.

Messi holds the records as the hattrick scorer in the history of the competions. In 2012, Messi entered
the Championship League history by becoming the player who scored five goals in a month.

Messi set the European record by scoring the total of 50 goals.

One day I would like to be like Messi.

Danijel  Murat, 6th class, Moravice

My name is Igor. My favourite  sportsman is Nikola Karabatić. He was  born in Niš on April
11th, 1984. He is a France national handball team member as well as a member of the Spanish handball
team Barcelona. He's the organizer of the game and he plays the left-back.

He was a four-time winner with Montpellier at the French Cup and the European championship as
well.

With German Kel he won the German Cup in 2006. With the France national team he won the  world´s
gold  in 2009, bronze in 2003 and in 2005, the European gold in 2010 and the European bronze in
2008.

He was named the best player of the European Championship in 2007  and best scorer of the European
Championship in 2008.

Igor Polovina, 6th class, Moravice
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Recipes

Ishlers

Ingredients  for dough: 140 gr of butter, 200 gr of flour, 70 gr of sugar, 1 yolk, 3 spoons of cocoa

Ingredients for cream: 3 eggs, 150 gr of sugar, 100 gr of butter, 1 vanilla sugar

Instructions:

1 Flour, butter, sugar, yolk and cocoa mix together to get the dough. Roll out the dough and cut it
into the little circular shapes.

2 Bake it at 180 °C for around 15 minutes.

3 For cream, mix eggs, sugar and vanilla sugar and cook it on the steam until the cream thickens.

4 Add some butter into the cream that is no longer hot.

5 Put the cream into the dough and mix it, and then add some chocolate.

Lana Uzelac, 5th class, Moravice
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Cheese cubes

Ingredients: 3 yolks

6 spoons of sugar

5 spoons of flour

1 baking powder

1 spoon of oil

Instructions:

Mix 25 dag of cheese with 3 spoons of sugar. Mix it all together to get a cream. Pour the cream into
the cubic shapes and bake it.

Suzana Petrović, 5th class, Moravice

Hopla cake

Ingredients:

6 eggs
6 spoons of sugar
6 spoons of flour and 1 baking powder
3 spoons of cocoa
1 Hopla cream
300 gr of chocolate

Instructions:

Put the eggs, flour, sugar, cocoa and baking powder in a bowl and mix them with a mixer. Add
chocolate and a Hopla cream. Mix it together and put it into a dish. Put the dish into the oven at 180°C
for 30 minutes.

Patrik Tadej, 5th class, Vrbovsko
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Kinder Pingui ice cream

Ingredients: 3 eggs

1 chocolate (for cooking)

1 dl of milk

1 cream

6 spoons of sugar

1 Kinder Pingui

2 spoons of cream

Instructions:

Mix the cream with some milk. Melt the cocholate with some milk. Separate the egg-whites from the
yolks. Mix the whites. Add 3 spoons of sugar and the yolks. When you mix it add the melted chocolate
in it. Mix it more. Add 2 spoons of cream. Mix it again. Pour it into the plastic bowl and mix it with
the cream. But do it by hand; don't use the mixer. Then add Kinder Pingui and mix it together. Put
them into the freezer. Leave it there for 4 hours to refrigerate.

Ella Musulin, 5th class, Moravice
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My favourite places

My homeland

Croatia is a beautiful and small country situated in  Europe. About 4 000 000 people live there.
There's a beautiful sea in Croatia. It is called the Adriatic. There are a lot of tourists in the summer.
The capital of Croatia is Zagreb. There are old castles, museums, churches and other buildings in
Croatia. In Croatia there are a lot of mountains, lakes, rivers, hills, the Adriatic sea, the coastal area
and many more interesting things.  Some of the interesting cities in my country are Pula, Zagreb,
Osijek, Zadar, etc. The summers in my country are hot and sunny, the winters are cold and snowy, the
springs are cool and rainy and the autumns are rainy, cloudy, stormy and foggy.

Luana Poto, 5th class, Severin na Kupi

We visited the Plitvice Lakes on October 7, 2013. We travelled by bus and we started our
jounery at 7: 45 am. We arrived there at about 10 am. We started walking on the marked track. We
arrived to the Big Waterfall and took a picture of the whole class. We learnt many things about the
Waterfall. We learnt that it is the biggest waterfall and that it is pouring into to the Kaluđerovac Lake
which is 14 m deep and 505 m high. We continued walking and watching the other lakes and
waterfalls. When we arrived to the biggest lake – the Kozjak Lake - we took a boat to cross it and
enjoyed the nature around us. When we got off the boat, it started to rain. The other things we didn't
see so well because of the rain and our umbrellas. All in all, we had a great time.

Petra Tadić  and  Michael  Mlađenović, 6th class, Moravice

The Plitvice Lakes

During a boat trip across the Kozjak Lake
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Vrbovsko- the free royal marketplace

In 1785 Vrbovsko became a free royal marketplace. This status was given to Vrbovsko by
Joseph II. He had wanted Vrbovsko to be a big town, so he built the Carolina Road. That road was
very important. That was the main reason why Vrbovsko became the free royal marketplace. Thanks to
his decision Vrbovsko has also gotten a crest, a new school, a government and St. Martin and St.
John's fair. The result of getting the road and the status of the town is why Vrbovsko became
important centre of Gorski kotar. There was also a lot of people who wanted to live in Vrbovsko. They
were from Austria, the Czech Republic, Germany and other countries. King Joseph II was successful
in his plan; Vrbovsko became an important marketplace in the 18th century. Thanks to that, there's still
the St. Martin's fair.

Lara Mužević, 7th class, Vrbovsko

A part of the Carolina Road
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My ideal place to live

Dear reader, I decided to write about my ideal place to live. At the beginning, I want to say that
on this whole world, there is no perfect place, like there is no perfect person.

In my imagination, a perfect place to live would look something like this:  the sky would be
gorgeous and blue, it would be full  of  white clouds.  Birds would fly for the whole day and they
would sing songs. The grass would be green and the ground would be full of different flowers. The sun
would shine like never before, and the moonlight would be special. The people would be honest and
they would respect each other. There would be no wars or fighting, and there would be a lot of smiling
and laughing.

The farmer and the king would have the same property. Like John Lennon said in one of his
songs: „You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one. I hope some day, you will join us, and
the world will live as one.“

I hope that in the world like that one there would be no money. People would respect you, no
matter if you are black or white, fat or thin; if you'd be poor, it wouldn't matter. We  would be all the
same.

I know this isn't possible and this will never happen, but in your imagination life is your
creation.

Lucia Lesac, 8th class, Severin na Kupi

My ideal place to live would be some country. That could be Spain because I love that country.
The language there is so cool and easy to learn.

In Spain there is my favourite football team. That's FC  Barcelona. People in Spain are different than in
Croatia. In Spain it isn't easy to get a job. Spain is a beautiful country because there are a lot of perfect
beaches. The popular sports there are surfing, swimming and others.

Spain is a beautiful country. Through the season there are a lot of tourists who visit Spain. Spain
borders with Portugal, Andorra and France. The capital is Madrid. There are a lot of big cities like
Barcelona, Cordoba... Spain is a big peninsula, surrounded by sea. On that peninsula there is Portugal
as well, which is a big country, too.

I could describe Spain with just one word.

That word is beautiful!  When somebody asks me why I love Spain, I just say that Spain is my ideal
place to live.

Antonio  Đaković, 8th class, Moravice
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My name is Dorijan Majetić. I would like to live in New York City. In New York City one can
do many things. I wouldn't  live in the city centre. I would live in a suburb.

I hate heavy traffic. Nothing would be too far for me.

The Statue of Liberty is very famous. I would like to see it. I would never go to the Empire State
Building because I have a heigh fright. In New York City, I think, one can be in every part of the
world each day because of the boroughs such as Chinatown, Little Italy... New York's Central park is
very famous, too.

When it's winter the lake freezes and you can go ice skating.

Every night rock, pop and jazz groups perform in the Central park.

When the Empire State  Building was build it was the highest building in the world. Several years ago
a plane crashed into the Twins destroying both skyscrapers. Many people died and many were injured.
9/11 coloured the world black.

I would like to live in New York City but nothing compares to my home. I like my home and my
homeland, Croatia.

Dorijan  Majetić, 8th grade Moravice

When I close my eyes and try to imagine my ideal place to live, here it is what I see: a big
house on the beach. The sun is shining and  I'm  lying under the palm tree, drinking some juice. My
heart is full and I'm  enjoying myself. The music is playing somewhere in the house and the beautiful
melodies are coming through the window.

I'm watching the sun coming down.

I hear my mum calling me. It's the dinner time.

That is what I imagine as a great place to live in. Hopefully one day  I'll end up in a place just like the
one in my dream.

Aljoša Pošmuga, 8th class, Moravice
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My ideal place to live is Zadar. From Zadar you can go to beaches to swim, go walking in the
evenings, listen to the sea organs and a lot more.

My grandfather has got a flat  near Zadar, in a place called Diklo. Diklo is about ten minutes away
from the centre of Zadar. The flat in Diklo is overviewing the sea and it's about 100 meters away from
the beach where my family and I go swimming and sunbathing during the summer. We jump from the
docks; once I even hit my head on the rock. My family can't live there at the moment because my dad
can't  get a job in the road base till the next month because the company for which he is working is not
the same like the base company in Zadar. When  he transfers to the Zadar base we will be able to move
there and my mom can easily get a job at the hairdresser's and I can go to secondary school there as
well.

My second choice is Australia because the global crisis is not so serious there and after finishing
school I can find a good job with a good payment and I can have a nice life there. There are nice
beaches and it is warm during the whole year; in winter it is about 16 degrees, so you don't  need to
buy so many winter shoes.

I want  to live in both of these countries, Croatia and Australia, because they are very beautiful.

My grandfather was in Australia about two years ago and he had a great time there.

One of my life goals is to live in one of these countries.

Matej  Mance, 8th grade Moravice
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If I could travel anywhere I would go to England. I really want to go to England because it is
one of the most beautiful countries in the world, full of beautiful cities, landmarks and many more
interesting things.

I want to go to these three cities: Manchester, Liverpool and of course, London. First, I want to
travel to Manchester because it is one really beautiful city, not as old as London, but the football
history was made there...and it still is. Two famous football clubs come from there - Manchester
United and Manchester City. There aren't as many landmarks in Manchester as there are in
London,...but I will tell you something about London landmarks later.

Now I will tell you something that is of great significance for Liverpool. Liverpool is the city of
music thanks to the legendary Beatles, who were from that very city. Liverpool is bigger than
Manchester.

But my biggest dream is London - the most beautiful city in the whole world. It has two parts:
Big London and London City.The London history is very old: they once had a queen named Victoria
and there's a park in London named after her - Victoria park, but it isn´t as famous as Hyde park.They
also had a king named Henry VIII who had six wives. Now the queen and her family live in the
Buckingham Palace. The royal family consists of: Queen Elizabeth II, Prince William, Dutchess
Katherine, baby prince George and many more. The buses there are well known around the world:
thery are the red double deckers; the taxis there are black while the phone booths are red. I want to
visit these landmarks: Big Ben, Tower Bridge, the Tower of London, the Buckingham Palace, and
everything else in London as well. I want to go to Madame Tussauds and Natural History Museum,
too. There are also Trafalgar Square which is one of the most famous squares in the whole world and
the London Eye, too.

I want to travel to England with my best friends Suzana, Milica, Zorana, Vedrana, Andrea,
Jelena and Branka.

England is perfect for me and my friends, too because of many celebrities like 1D, Selena
Gomez, Burkely Duffield and many more.

England is my dream !

Natalija Dokmanović, 7th class, Moravice
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If I could travel anywhere I would go to London because landmarks there are beautiful.

London is so beautiful. I like the double deckers. I will get on one. I will go with my friends
Natalija,Vedrana and Andrea. We'll travel by plane. We'll visit the National History Museum. I will
see a dinosaur skeleton and lots of animals there. We'll see Big Ben and Tower Bridge. We'll ride on
the London Eye. We'll take photographs near Big Ben and the Buckingham Palace. We 'll eat our
lunch in Hyde Park and feed the pidgeons in Trafalgar Square. We'll go to One Direction concert as
well; 1D is one of the most famous groups in the world at the moment. My friends and I'll go to the
hotel and we'll stay there for four days. I imagine that the rooms there will be awsome. Our hotel room
will be overlooking the Tower of London and it will be beautiful. We will go to eat in the restaurants.
We'll definitely have fish and chips.

I love London because of its famous landmarks and phone booths. I want to see the royal
family if possible.

London is such a beautiful and never-resting city. Our English teacher says that when one gets
bored of London he's probably dead.

Milica Milošević, 7th class, Moravice
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MY HOLIDAYS

For my holidays I will stay at home. I hope there will be a lot of snow. I'm planning on going
skiing with my friends and we will be skiing all day long. I'm going to spend the holidays with my
friends and family. I think these holidays are going to be great if it only snows.

Mateo Aščić , 6th class, Moravice

I would like to go to my grandma's on holidays. There I am going to ski and play with my
friends and cousins. The other thing that I want to do is to go to Petehovac in Delnice. It is very nice
there and I like it very much because of the nature and skiing.

Milan Ivanišević, 6th class, Moravice

I am going to go to a ski centre with my aunt Marina in Austria.

We are going to ski in Tirol and sleep in a hotel. After some skiing we are probably going to drink a
cup of hot chocolate or tea. My aunt Marina and I are going to  enjoy the snowy holidays and we are
going to have a fabulous time.

Petra  Tadić, 6th grade, Moravice

I'm very happy about the upcoming holidays because I'm going to spend them with my friends
and family. Most days I am going to spend with my grandpa and grandma. I have got a lot of friends
there so we are going to play some winter games. We made a plan about the New Year celebration:
what drinks we are going to have, what cakes we are going to eat and so on...

The rest of the winter holidays I am going to spend with my younger sister. One day I'm going to make
a snowman with my dad. When my cousins come, we are going to make snow walls and play war and
in the evening we are going to go on the road and do some sledging.

That's how I think I'll spend my winter holidays.

Danijel Murat, 6th class, Moravice
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During winter holidays I'm going to Ogulin to my grandmother and grandfather's. In Ogulin my
cousins and I are going to make a path and do some skiing . My cousins and I are going to walk to the
city centre. I'm going to celebrate New Year in Moravice with my friends and cousins. We're going to
have fun with some firecrackers. I'm going to have great winter holidays!

Radovan  Jezdić, 6th class, Moravice
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JOBS

My mother´s name is Milena. She owns three bars called Capone. The first one is located in
Moravice and  has been opened for almost 6 years now. She employs two waitresses.They work in the
bar for 5 days in a week, 8 hours every day. Two days of the week my mother works instead of them.
Another bar is located in a small place called Ogulinski Hreljin and has been opened for 4 years now
and she also employs two waitresses there. They work in the same shifts like the waitresses in
Moravice. The third bar is in Rijeka and it has been opened for just 7 months.In that bar there are two
waitresses and one waiter. The waiter works only when waitresses have their day off. All employees
work in 2 shifts and my mother writes schedules for all of them. My mom also controls the drinks and
coffee orders, accounts and much more. She works really hard, but sometimes my dad helps her, so
she can relax a bit. All bars are working well and I´m really happy and proud because we own a
successful bussiness.

Daria  Miljenović, 8th class, Moravice

My brother's name is Zoran. He is 22 years old and he works on a cruiser in the USA. He
works on the ship which can carry up to 3,5 thousand people. He is a waiter. He works from six in the
morning until six in the evening every other day. In the morning when he comes to work he has to
prepare a buffet table for guests before the breakfast time starts which is at seven o´clock.

The kitchen where the breakfast is prepared is three hundreds meters away from the tables where
guests come to eat. He has to be rather quick because the other waiters can steal something from the
tables because they were simply closer to them.

After the guests finish eating he can go eat and drink whatever he wants.

But first he has to clean everything.

At one o'clock in the afternoon lunch begins so he has no other choice but to clean tables as soon as
possible.

This is my mom Milena.
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The dinner is at seven o´clock in the evening. There´s also live music. After dinner people go to their
cabins and prepare to go out clubbing or for walks. My brother cleans the tables after the dinner and
then goes to his cabin and sometimes out as well.

This is how one day in my brother's life looks like!

Zorana Rajnović, 8th class, Moravice

My dad works as a police officer. He works for the police station in Vrbovsko. So let´s go from
the beginning. My dad works in 2 shifts. One from the morning to midday and the other one from
night to the late morning. This week he has the night shift. My dad works in the town. He watches for
cars that go too fast and then warns the drivers not to do that and collects the fine. He also catches
criminals and kids under eighteen who are out when they shouldn´t be as well as under the influence of
alcohol. The policeman´s  job is boring, too. You have to sit in an office all day and wait for
someone´s  call. Then you have to write a detailed report about that. My dad also writes the reports. It
isn´t easy. The other policemen tell him what´s  on the crime scene but he has to investigate all the
details because perhaps there's something other policemen forgot to say or didn´t  know. So, my dad´s
job isn´t the easiest one but it isn´t  the hardest one as well but he likes his job and I´m happy that it
makes my dad happy.

Dorijan Majetić, 8th class, Moravice

My big brother
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My mom is a nurse and works in the home for the elderly people. She starts early in the
morning by giving her patients breakfast and then she gives them their medicines. If one is hungry but
unable to eat by himself or herself, then my mom helps him or her. She doesn´t only give them
breakfast but also lunch and dinner. When they go to sleep, my mom also rests for a while but during
the night she checks on them to be sure everything is OK.

Some days are better than others which depends on the patients' mood.

Nikola  Rajnović, 8th class, Moravice
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A WHODUNIT

Randy Smith is a football star. He was killed yesterday in his villa, in his bedroom around 4:30
am from a Magnum.

The butler named John Barnett was somewhere around the house when he heard the first gunshot. He
thought that something accured in the library and went to check it out, but everything seemed fine.
John Barnett was on his way out when he heard the second gunshot. He barged into Randy Smith's
room and saw someone's body. He called the police. The police searched long and hard and came to
the conclusion that the murderer was his ex-wife Natalya Lee. The reason for the murder was the fact
Randy Smith cheated on her with another woman. Natalya Lee was sentenced to 10 years in prison.

Mateo  Aščić, 6th class, Moravice

Mr Robinson died a day before yesterday. At about 8:30 pm there was a shot heard from his
kitchen. Mr Mike Robinson was a well-known lawyer. At the time of the shot he was in the kitchen.
And the gun was a murder weapon. On the gun there were fingerprints belonging to his wife and
himself. In his house, at the time of the murder, there were these people: his mom, his wife Danna and
his butler Sam. Sam  was in the garden at the time of the murder. His mom was making dinner in the
kitchen while his wife was watching TV. Around 8 pm Mike Robinson was eating his favourite cake.

What do you think?Who is the murderer?
He was killed by his butler because he was jealous of Mr Robinson´s  wealth.

Dino Milošević, 6th class, Moravice

Mr Fletcher died yesterday. At 6 am he simply fell down and died. When I arrived, Mr Fletcher
was lying on the floor. There were biscuits next to him. I searched the whole house but I didn´t  find
any evidence except one empty bottle of poison in the kitchen. There were two other people in the
house: Mr Michael and Mrs Smith, the cook. I sat in the library next to Mr Fletcher´s  desk where he
was killed.  Yesterday at half past five Mr Michael was training.  Mrs Smith was arguing with Mr
Fletcher because he didn´t   give her a salary. Mr Fletcher said to her: If you don't make my favourite
biscuits,I will fire you!. Mrs Smith was very angry.  Then Mr Fletcher went to his room and next to
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him  there was his cat.  Outside there was a milkman who arrived at quater to six.  At ten to six Mrs
Smith was finishing  the biscuits in which she put a strange supstance.  On the bottle there was a skull
drawn.  At five to six Mrs Smith brought the biscuits  to Mr Fletcher.  Mr Michael was training at the
time. At six o´clock the milkman knocked on the door.  Mr Michael opened the door and then Mr
Fletcher screamed and fell down. All of them ran to his direction and found him dead.

Michael  Mlađenović, 6th class, Moravice

James was the leader of his gang. One day the gang was planning to rob a bank. James said to
the gang members to prepare their guns to attack the bank. They climbed to the roof of the bank and
they entered through the ventilation opening. Firstly, they threatened to kill the bank employees if they
don´t  give them money. Other people in the bank were civilians and one of them was threatened by
the gun. All civilians turned in their mobile phones so that they couldn´t  call the police. One person
was wounded until the police came. The police threw a smoke bomb into the bank and finally they
arrested the criminals and freed the hostages. The wounded woman was taken to the hospital where
she fully recovered in just a few days.

Vedran  Vuković, 6th class, Moravice

One Wednesday at 7 pm someone robbed the Comics  Shop but the thief stole only the Batman
comics. Mike, who works in that Comic Shop, was just closing the shop when the thief got there,
pulled out a gun and yelled: Give me all the Batman comics! Mike got scared and he immediately gave
him all the Batman comics that arrived that week. After the thief had gone, Mike called the police.
When the police arrived they took fingerprints from the crime scene. But the only fingerprints they
could find were Mike´s  because the thief wore gloves. When the police started asking questions about
how the thief looked like, Mike said that the thief was very tall, about 170 cm and had blue eyes and a
longish brown hair. Mike remembered that he had rough but at the same time sweet voice. The police
got the names of all 170 cm tall geeks among which there was Christian.

Will Christian have an alibi for the time of the
theft?

Azra  Livojević, 6th class, Moravice
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In a big house lived a rich boss Edward McDonald. He had a large swimming pool in the
garden, which was maintained by Mark. Edward had a cook named Mary, a butler John and a driver
Louis. One morning Edward was found dead in his pool. The first one who saw him and called the
police was John, the buttler. When the police came they noticed that Mark, John, Mary and Louis all
disappeared. Near the pool the police found Louis' glasses and Mark's gloves while on Edward´s  body
they found fingerprints belonging to John and Mary.

Whose´s  the killer ?
Igor   Polovina, 6th class, Moravice

Mark Taylor, a rock star, died yesterday. At ten past four Mrs Jackie was going to the kitchen
and found Mark lying on the floor dead. In his hand there was a knife. Inspector Alec asked Mrs Jackie
about her relationship with Mark and she told him that she was his girlfriend and secretary. Lately he
didn´t  go anywhere and he seemed really upset. Inspector Alec asked Mrs Jackie about the reason for
his behaviour. Well, lately he didn´t  have much work and he had a really big debt. Then Sweet Sue
informed Alec about the fact that Mark Taylor had already attempted suicide once. After that Alec
found Mark's fingerprints on the knife and concluded it was indeed a suicide.

Zoran  Mamula, 6th class, Moravice

Gabriella Quick is a popular actress. In the house with her there are three other people: her
sister Daniella, her husband Alec and her son Milano. She was looking for a housekeeper and between
hundreds of women  who applied for that job she chose Beta. Beta was a good housekepper and she
was preparing excellent dishes. One day she made a cherry pie for desert and she said to little Milano
to eat some because it was delicious ! After two days Gabriella and her son became ill. They went to
the doctor's and he found some poision in their blood. Gabriella was angry at her husband and her
sister as well because they had flown to Mexico to Gabriella´s  parents' house three days ago. So she
ended up alone in the house with her son and Beta ... and it was difficult...

What do you think happened next?
Petra  Tadić, 6th class, Moravice
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Jack Jackson was a singer who was murdered yesterday at nine past seven in the evening.
Nobody knows who killed him that night. His sister Belle found him lying in the bathroom dead. She
called the police and they took Jack to the hospital morgue to establish the cause of his death. They
discovered that his friend Mark had left some fingerprints on Jack´s  arms. They went to Mark´s  house
and arrested him, but he didn˙t  have a reason to kill Jack.  He told the police that Jennifer left Jack
and went with another man. Mark also said that Jack was drunk and he took him home that night, so
that was the reason why Mark's fingerprints were on Jack´s  arms. The next day the police found a gun
behind the bathroom door and they discovered that Jack killed himself because of his sad love story.

Milan Ivanišević, 6th class, Moravice
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A WINTER DISASTER IN GORSKI KOTAR

Gorski kotar was hit by a natural disaster ( extreme ice and snow). This natural disaster began
on February 1st, 2014. The icy rain began to fall and the people thought it would stop but it didn´t. It
was falling and falling... There was a lot of ice on the branches and each minute a branch would break
and fall down. There was a problem with the electricity,too. Gorski kotar was out of it. The towns
supplied  the neighbouring villages with electricity. The worst situation was in Čabar, Vrata and
Fužine. Many houses were out of heating and many people were injured on the ice. Today, the weather
is stable and most of the towns and villages got the eletricity back. Hopefully this natural disaster will
soon be completely ever.

Dorijan  Majetić , 8th class, Moravice
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In Gorski kotar winters are terribly dangerous.

Sometimes the snow is up to 1 meter high.

The branches on the road were very dangerous threatening to fall on someone´s head.

Snow and ice slowed and then completely ended transmissions of electric power. Those transmissions
don't function very well in the winter because trees fall down on the electrical wires which causes
problems.

As we as you all know, the Croatian Railways are not developed as they should be, so when the
branches fall down on the wires the trains do not run.

Dalibor Ćelam, 8th class, Moravice
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It happened this winter...everything was different. It was like spring till then – the tulips were
blossoming and it was over 15°C...until that day...

It was Friday and on the forecast it was reported that the sudden fall of temperature is coming and that
it´s going to snow. The snow really came but there wasn´t much of it . It was quite cold but it wasn´t a
big deal...not really. We´re used to a little snow. Then reporter said that it is not recommendable to go
out of the house because a freezing rain is going to start and the road conditions are horrible. The
freezing rain came and everything was covered with ice. The power went out and people were left in
the dark in their homes. Children didn´t go to school for three days here in Moravice...which wasn´t so
bad.

After three days the electricity came back, the ice melted, there was little snow left and everything
came back to normal.

It wasn't so bad not to go to school... but to be without a laptop...it was horrible!

Zorana  Rajnović , 8th class, Moravice

This year Gorski kotar was affected by the unexpected natural disaster. Firstly, it was raining
which turned into the ice and the roads were frozen.The electric wires were also damaged. Many trees
were destroyed under that heavy ice and snow. The road service worked all day and night.

Nikola  Rajnović, 8th class, Moravice
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THE HORROR STORIES

Full   moon

It was a cold and dark night and there was a strong wind blowing. It was a full moon when a
girl named Mary went to her friend Kate´s. She went through the woods because it was the shortest
way to Kate´s  house. Mary saw a shadow moving and then started running. She came to Kate´s  house
and knocked on the door. Kate opened the door, Mary entered the house and they went to Kate´s
room. They talked and Mary said to Kate that on the way to her house she had seen the shadow
moving and then her had run away. Together they went into the kitchen for dinner. Mary asked Kate
about her mom. Kate replied that her mom was in the living room watching television. When they had
dinner, they returned to Kate´s  room. They put on their pyjamas and went to bed.They heard someone
passing through the house. They got out of their beds and Kate took the candles so they can see in the
dark. They unlocked the door and went out. Kate didn´t see anything, so she turned to ask Mary
whether she had seen anything. But Kate did not see Mary and she couldn´t  find her. She went back to
the house and entered the room, but Mary wasn´t  there either. Kate fell asleep. In the morning when
she woke up Mary was still gone. Kate went into the kitchen. Kate´s  mom wasn´t  there also. Kate
thought that maybe her mom went to work and Mary went to shool. Kate got ready and went to school.
Mary went to the same class as Kate. Kate came into the room but she did not see Mary. Mary´s
bench was empty. When a teacher came in, Kate asked her where Mary was and the teacher said that
she had been told that Mary is dead and that she was found in the woods. When she heard that Kate
rushed to the house and began to look for her mom. But she did not find her. Suddenly she saw her, far
from the house, on the ground, bleeding. She called the ambulance and her mom was taken  to the
hospital. Her mom was saved. She asked her mother what had happened and she said that she had been
drugged all the way to the woods and then stabbed. Then Kate said that Mary had disappeared and that
she had not been to school all day as well as the fact the teacher said that Mary was found dead in the
woods. Since that day Kate never went outside when it was a full moon.

Milica  Milošević, 7th class, Moravice
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The  alley from hell

It happened in September.

Surprisingly, the night was cold, dark and very windy.

I was going from my grandma´s alone .

There was one alley where there wasn´t  any street lights.

It was also the shortest way to my house.

So, I decided to go that way .

When I almost got accross... in one old abandoned house the light was suddenly turned on.

I was scared and shocked but my fear culminated when I looked at the window and noticed some black
shadows.

I ran as fast as I could.

When I told my parents what had happend nobody believed me.

Since then I never take the shortest way to my house.

Vedrana   Dragović, 7th class, Moravice
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Two  sisters

It happened one Saturday evening around eight o´clock. I was returning from a training with
my best friend Suzana and my dog Berny. Near an old house, along the road, we came across the car
and a registration plate was a foreign one; as far as I remember, it was a Findland registration. We
stopped to observe the environment because we love a good adventure. Behind the house we heard a
scream and a dog barking and we knew that an old lady, the owner of the house, didn´t  have a dog, so
we concluded that it was a car owner's dog. We went to see what was going on but first we checked the
house but the door was locked. We also heard some evil and loud laughter coming from the house.
Since the windows were old and broken, we entered the house through one of them. Berny also came
through the window and I tied him to a door knob. When we came to the middle of the room, suddenly
there was a strange light right above us, but only above us while the rest of the room was in the dark as
it had been before. I ran to Berny, brought him to the lighted spot and he began sniffing. Then we ran
into the other room while we were following him, but suddenly we stooped because we heard a knock
on the window. There we saw the old lady (the house owner) tied and pale, almost lifeless, but then
again she was almost hundred. We set her free and Suzana took her across the street to her sister´s
home. Unfortunately for her, her sister was gone and two of them saw a strange thing: the furniture
was walking and talking and each piece had vampire teeth. When a chair attacked the old lady, she lost
her memory. The furniture was covered with blood and shockingly enough began to fall apart until
there were only vampire teeth left on the floor. Suzana took the old lady to the safe place - my uncle´s
house and left her there while my uncle promised to let us know if anything unusual happens. While I
was in the old lady´s  house strange things happened to me, too . I looked through the window and saw
a man with a black hood and a woman who looked as it she had no bones. Suddenly, a black eagle
followed by a lot of owls flew above the house with something in his beak. The eagle just threw the
body of the old lady´s  sister on the ground, and the man with the black hood pulled out a gun and
airmed towards the body. It startled me because ... Why would he shot her when she was apparently
killed by someone else!? I saw a beak mark on her neck and I realised that she had been bitten and
then killed by the eagle itself. The man turned the gun and shot skyward as he was calling out for
someone or something. It had only passed a couple of seconds from the time of the shot when the
rainbow appeared (in the middle of the night) and dispersed throughtout the yard. The man took his
hood off and I saw his vampire eyes and teeth. When the woman turned toward the house I saw a
white creature that resembled not even the worst monster from my nightmares. I heared the crunching
sound as well as opening the door and I turned to see whether it was Suzana coming back and I was
relieved that she was alive! We started going out of the house but I forgot my mobile phone. While we
were looking at the creatures behind the shed, my mobile phone started ringing and the woman picked
it up and answered (not knowing that everyone can hear it)... So we heard everything quite clearly: the
old lady´s  memory was back and she had said that one needs to take some water and some paint and
throw it on the yard... but by using a lot of cans. The creatures really didn´t  understand
anything...while we did everything like the old lady had said. A water and a paint mixture thrown on
the ground began to disappear: the man simply disappeared into the ground while the eagle and the
woman were burnt by the sun as the owls turned into the pigeons. Suddenly, someone appeared behind
us with my mobile phone and sang a strange melody – it was the old lady´s  sister! She was alive and
well. Together we went to her house and now the furniture was back to normal. We went to my uncle´s
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house where the old lady had been all this time. When she saw her younger sister alive and well, she
started crying. Berny was barking happily. Suzana and I, happy and cheerful, went to our friends'
house and entertained them by retelling the story. For some people, even today, nothing is clear but it
is so even for us who were there. Suzana and I may never find out where that light came from or which
one of the creatures knocked on the window or what did the dog sensed that made him bark.

It was one strange Saturday.

Natalija  Dokmanović, 7th class, Moravice

Bloody Jack

Once upon a time a little farmer child was working too hard and suddenly collapsed. His family
called a doctor. The doctor came and he said that the boy had died...

Recently one family bought the house not knowing that in the past one boy had died there. One night
Alex had a nightmare and it was about Jack (the little farmer boy who had died many years ago). Then
she woke up and went to the toilet. When she returned to her room she lighted some candles, turned
around and repeated words Bloody Jack three times. She began to scream and ran into the bed.
However, when she fell on the bed it was fool of blood. Bloody Jack came for her!

Refik Husić, 7th class, Moravice
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Danger   House

Milica and I were walking in the forest.

We heared a shot. While we were running towards it, we heard someone screaming. We arrived in
front of the house and the windows were opened. We knocked on the door. Milica and I entered the
house and saw some dead people there and we heard a wicked laughter. When we headed toward the
people, we fell through the floor into the basement. We were left hanging on the walls. We heard some
other people singing. The sounds were getting closer to us by each moment. When they came closer
we found out that they were priests and they were singing.

But at the end...it turned out that there wasn´t any crime done...but the local artists had one of their
morbid performances.

Andrea  Perić, 7th class, Moravice
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MY AMBITIONS

I want to be a singer. I still can´t really sing, so I am waiting for my voice to change and
hopefully it will. My idol is Rihanna and her best song is Only girl (in the world). Her second best
song is called What is my name and some of her other good songs are Mon-Down, Rude Boy, What
now. Her real name is Robin. She started to sing when she was 19 years old.

Azra Livojević, 6th class, Moravice

My name is Sanja. I want to be a singer. I would like to sing in a TV show. My favourite singer
is Maya Berović. She is 27 years old. She's been singing from her early age. Her first song was called
Black Gold. She is my favourite singer and I know all her songs.I have got a lot of her pictures and I
have also got her latest album. I would like to meet her and sing with her one of her songs.

Sanja Trbović, 6th class, Moravice

My name is Petra. I want to be an actress and a singer. My favourite actress and singer is Bella
Throne. She is very beautiful. She started working at the age of 15. She is very rich now. But she has
not done anything silly like taking drugs and things like that. Her BBF is Zendaya Coleman. Both of
them have got a bend. Bella's mum is Tamara. Bella and Zendaya are starring in the soap opera called
Shake It Up .

Petra Tadić, 6th class, Moravice
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Liam Payne was born on 29th August, 1993 in Wolverhampton, UK.  His middle name is
James. He has got two sisters, Nicola and Ruth. There were some complications when he was born and
the chances that he'll survive were very small. But, he survived - he was a fighter. At school he was
bullied by some kids there. He would always come home from school crying. Then, he started taking
boxing lessons to learn how to defend himself. In 2008 he went to his first X-factor audition because
he loved to sing. The judges thought he wasn't ready. He came back in 2010. They put him in a group
with 4 other boys: Harry, Niall, Louis and Zayn. They were called One Direction. They came third in
the show. But, soon after the show they released an album that became very popular. Liam is in the
biggest boy band in the world! He started to get a lot of fans that supported him. He is one of the five
most popular boys in the world. I'm sure that his bullies are now ashamed. Liam is my hero because he
never gave up. He continued to fight for his dreams and nobody could stop him. From the little kid
who was alone, he became a successful man with millions of fans around the world! That's why he's
my hero.

Lara Mužević, 7th class,Vrbovsko
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PLAYS

M-13

Narrator: One rainy and gloomy night a strange noise like somebody's
crying woke up a kid.

Kid: Who is it? Who is crying?

Alien: That's me... (boohoo, boohoo)

Kid: But who are you?

Narrator: When the kid gets out of the bed and looks down, he definitely has something to see!
A real alien crying under his bed.

Alien: I am M-13 and I am crying because... ( boohoo, boohoo ) ... my friends forgot me.

Kid: Where did your friends go and what were you doing in my room?

Alien: Well...we were visiting you for some time now. We are doing an extensive resarch about
you, the Eartlings...but it doesn't matter now because all I want is to go home to Upal!!!

Kid: Upal? Where is that? I have never heard about that planet.

Alien: Even if I told you, you would not know of it... (boohoo, boohoo)

Narrator: Then the little alien starts crying again.

Kid: Don' t cry! Your friends will come back for you. But when you are already here, in my
room, under my bed, tell me something about your planet. Upal, you said!?

Alien: Yes, Upal...but I can't tell you anything about my planet. You shouldn't have even seen
me.

Kid: But now when I have seen you, you could tell me something about Upal.

Narrator: Suddenly the lightning stikes and the lights go off in the whole street. When the lights
go back on the alien is gone.

Kid: M-13? Where are you? Don't be afraid! That was only a lightning.

Narrator: But unfortunately the alien was gone. Maybe his friends got back for him........and
maybe the boy had a strange dream...as do we all from time to time.

Hi, kids! I'm
M-13.
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Valentine's Day

Narrator: In a small town the snow covered everything. A boy didn't take his dog out in the park for
days. They watched the snow falling through the window.

Boy: Otto, what do you think how much snow will fall down?

Otto: I don't know. I didn't watch the weather channel.

Narrator: It was only a day before the Valentine's day.

Boy: Otto, look, it started raining, maybe the rain will melt the snow.

Otto: Aaaaaa, I feel lucky...... I have a feeling that I wasn't out for years, not days.

Narrator: It was raining for the whole night and when the day broke there was really something to
see! It was no snow, not any more and the sky was sunny and bright. Something strange was in the air
as if love melted the snow away.

Boy: Otto, let's go! You don't want to spend another day in the house while outside is so beautiful.

Otto: What do I look like to you?! A mouse?! Of course I am going.

Narrator: And then they went to the park.

Otto: Look, Anna, the girl you like is here...And Lili is here, too. Anna has really got a nice hair...and
look at the way she brights everything around her...,and the way she smells...,and her big eyes......

Boy: OK, OK, I got it. You want us to hang out with them ,but I am very shy.

Otto: OK, boy, I'm  taking thing in my paws.

Boy: No, Otto, don't do that!!!

Narrator: Otto ran and picked the prettiest flower in the park and gave it to Anna.

Otto: That boy over there sent you this flower. He is interested in talking to you. Would you like to
talk to him ?

Anna: Hahaha. The flower is beautiful. Of course I'll talk to him! My Lili told me about a certain dog.
Well I'm guessing you are that dog.

Narrator: And they walked through the park...and they talked a lot....And tomorrow it started
snowing again...
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Another Christmas fairy tale

Narrator: Once upon a time somewhere in Gorski kotar, in the very heart of the forest, two dwarfs
and one elf lived. They lived hidden from the humans. The dwarfs were very naughty so the elf tried to
teach them how to behave properly. He told them that there won't be any Christmas presents for them
if they don't become better  little dwarfs.

Elf: I'll give you three things to do and only if you do them all there will be presents for you from
Santa Claus.

Dwarfs: But...we don't know how to be good...

Elf: But...you can do your best!

Elf 1 whispers to Elf 2: Hahaha...we'll simply pretend we are good until Christmas...and after
Christmas...same all, same all!

Elf 2: Hahaha...that's right!

Narrator: But the elf knew what they were thinking and told them that's not the way to be good. After
a long persuasion the naughty dwarfs decided to be better after all.

Elf: Your first asignment is to clean the snow around the cottage.

The dwarfs are cleaning the snow around the cottage.

Elf: Your second asignment is to bring some wood into the cottage.

The dwarfs are bringing some wood into the cottage. They are breathing heavily.

Elf: And your very last asignment is to decorate the Christmas tree and wait for Santa to arrive.

The dwarfs are decorating their Christmas tree and they are smiling and singing.

Narrator: The dwarfs are really tired and fall fast asleep. And when they wake up...there's really
sometines to see! Their presents are under the Christmas tree!

Dwarfs: It's great to be good!

Elf winks to the audience and the dwarfs together with the elf sing a Chrismats song, they take a bow
and leave the stage.

Merry Christmas everyone!

Michael Mlađenović,6th class, Moravice
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INTERVIEWS

Meeting the man behind the Project series
Boys and girl! We present you Mr Tom Hutchinson!

Two of our 8th class pupils, Matej Mance from Moravice and Mihael Štefanac from Vrbovsko
went to Rijeka with teachers Davorka and Sandra to meet Mr Hutchinson and to find out some
interesting facts about him. He was on his author tour in Croatia accompanied by the Oxford
University Press consultants – Lana Kralj and Maja Jukić.

Here are the questions asked to Mr Hutchinson...

Q:What inspired you to make a coursebook?
A: The idea of making some money. 

Q: When did your career start?
A: It was back in 1981.

Q: There are a lot of comics in Project as well as many texts on animals. Why is that so?
A: Well, as a child I loved comics. The same is with animals – I like them and when I was a boy I
liked going to the zoo and watching the animals there.

Q: There are also some texts on food. So...what is your favourite food?
A: I probably eat things I shouldn't have...but..I like fries...and fish...When I was a boy I loved
everything my mom had cooked.

Q: Which was one of  the first countries you have visited?
A: It was your country. Croatia.

Q:When was that?
A: Actually I was living in Zagreb when the idea of the Project series hit me.

Q: How often do you travel?
A: Twice every year.

Q: Where did you go to school?
A: I went to school in Kent, England...together with Mick Jagger.

Q: Is Mut a coursebook version of your own dog?
A: I'm afraid he's not. I haven't got a dog but my neighbour had one...so...
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Q: What did you want to be when you grow up?
A: A doctor.

Q: What was your first job?
A: I worked in a shop. I was a shop assisstant.

Q: There're also some texts on holidays.Why holidays?
A: It's easy...everyone likes them!

Q: What do you like doing on holidays?
A: I like bowling.

Q: How do you find Croatia?
A: It's a beautiful country. But while we were driving here I was afraid we won't make it due to a lot of
snow in Gorski kotar.

Matej Mance, 8th class, Moravice & Mihael Štefanac, 8th class,Vrbovsko

Mihael, Mr Hutchinson and Matej in Rijeka
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Meeting Novica Vučinić

Novica Vučinić is a musician, a painter and a History and Geography teacher at primary school
Nikola Tesla in Moravice.  He was born and raised in Moravice. He's married and has got a son Neven.

1 When did you start to play?
As a student in Rijeka  in 1973.

2 Which musical instrument did you start to play first?
The trumpet.

3 Which  musical instrument do  you play today?
The clarinet.

4 How long have you been leading the orchestra?
From 1988.

5 How many instruments can you play?
All in all, seven.

6 You are the painter as well, aren't you?
Yes.

7  What is your favorite art technique?
The aquarel.

8 When did you paint your first painting?
In 1996.

9 Have you got your personal favourite painting?
Of course I do.

10 Which painting is that?
A sawmill on the Čogljevo lake.

Marin Mamula, 7th class, Moravice

Teacher Novica in his office
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Meeting Gordana Gerić – Paulić

We talked to Mrs Gordana Gerić –Paulić, a pedagogist and a folklore group leader.  We learnt
something about the Folklore group Moravice as well as her private life.

1 How long does the folklore group Moravice exist?

The group has been present on the folklore scene for 9 years now.

2 How many members are there?

There are about 30 regular members.

3 When did you hold your first International Folklore Festival?

It was in 2007.

4 Which of the festivals held from 2007 till today was the most successful one?

The most successful festival was the one in 2013 and there wasn't any unsuccessful festivals.

5 What are the Folklore group Moravice plans for near future?

Well, the plan is to continue with the same quality of work, compete in both the national as well as the
international performances and restore the traditional costume of Moravice.

6 How do manage to get everything done?

Everything is quite easy with the right allocation of time and the family support.

Mother & daughter
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7 Your son is attending the the Academy of Dramatic Arts in Tuzla so we were wondering whether
your engagement in the folklore dances as well as your husband's musical involvement has had any
influence on your son's choice to become an actor.

In a way it was expected that our son takes the artistic steps into life considering that he has been
surrounded by different artistic expressions all his life.

Valentina Alinčić, 4th class, Moravice

Natalija Dokmanović, 7th class, Moravice
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Meetings Dorian Paulić

We talked to Dorian Paulić, the former pupil of Nikola Tesla primary school and a future
actor. Acting has always been his passion so there was no dilemma as to what to study at the university
level.

1 What was the entrance exam like?

It was rather difficul and it lasted for four days and it consisted of two rounds.

2 You have chosen Tuzla as the town of your studying. Why Tuzla?

Tuzla was Jasmin Mekić's recommendation. Jasmin Mekić worked with me for my entrance exam.

3 Everyone has an idol. Who is your idol?

It is Ed O'Neil.

4 Which one do you prefer – the theatre of the film?

I prefer the theatre and I would like to see myself there in the future.

5 What roles suit you best? Would you ever play the bad guy?

I don´t  know yet, and as far as the bad guy role is concerned I would need to think about it...it would
depend on the the whole plot, but I guess I would probably accept it.

6 Who's your biggest support?

It's my family, mostly my mom and also my secondary school Croatian teacher Nataša Pleše - Volf.
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7 Did you meet anyone famous?

Yes, I have and the first one was Jasmin Mekić.

Valentina Alinčić, 4th class,Moravice

Natalija Dokmanović, 7th class, Moravice
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Meeting Zlatko Baraba

Zlatko Baraba is a Music teacher in our school. He is an excellent musician and composer.

1 When was your first contact with music?

As a child, when I spend my time singing with my mother.

2 Which was the first instrument you stared playing?

The accordion in 2nd class of primary school, when I was 8.

3 What other instruments can you play?

I play all kinds of the keyboard instruments as well as the guitar and various percussions.

4 Since you are in charge for the choirs in school Vrbovsko, Moravice and Severin, are there any more
choirs that you're in charge of?

I also lead the St. John Nepomuk church choir in Vrbovsko.

5 How long have you been involved with choiring?

For 37 years, since I have started to work in a school...and the choir came a bit later – today it's 24
years of my engagement with church choiring.

6 What else do you do ?

Well, I play in a band, compose songs for children´s choir as well as arrange songs for mixed choirs.

7 Which song for our school choir is your favourite one?

I like all of the songs, especially those that have been created in school music workshops.
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8 Lately you were in Šmrika where you recorded the latest school song. Can you tell us what that song
is about, who wrote the lyrics and who composed it?

The song is the sacral one: Danas primih križa znamen. The lyrics was written by Mihaela Matešić
and I composed the music.

9 Since the music is the big part of your life we are interested to know which is your favourite musical
form?

Well, my favourite musical form is opera and my favourite opera is Ero s onoga svijeta.

10 Who is your favourite male pop singer?

It's Oliver Dragojević.

11 Who is your favourite female pop singer?

Natali Dizdar.

12 Because we live on the Balkans, which rock group, in your opinion, musically speaking conquered
our area?

Most definitely it was Bijelo Dugme.

13 Which is your all time favourite song?

It's the song More by Zorica Kondža!

Natalija Dokmanović, 7th class,Moravice
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On 16th December 2013, the Primary school  Ivan Goran Kovačić, Severin na Kupi choir
recorded a new song called Danas primih križa znamen. The song was recorded in the Adria Records
studio in Šmrika. The song was performed by Lucia Lesac. Singing with Lucia there were Renata
Obajdin, Josipa Trupković, Rebeka Rožman, Silvija Klokočki, Tea Kokai and Petra Medved. The
choir went there with our Music teacher Zlatko Baraba who also composed the song. The lyrics was
written by Mihaela Matešić.

Petra Medved, 7th class, Severin na Kupi

Danas primih križa znamen

Danas primih križa znamen
Veselim se znaku tom.

Od sad čuvam vjere plamen
Duboko u srcu svom

Zato moja duša mala
Kliče Tebi hvala,hvala

Zato moje srce zna,
Da Si njemu radost sva

Krsnom vodom dobri oče
Sve si grijehe odagnao
Tebe duša slavit' hoće
Jer si velik dar mi dao

Zato moja duša mala
Kliče Tebi hvala,hvala

Zato moje srce zna
Da Si njemu radost sva

Ja ću Tvojom stazom poći
Hrabrosti mi zato daj
Pa da i ja mogu doći
U nebeski divni raj

Zato moja duša mala
Kliče Tebi hvala,hvala

Zato moje srce zna
Da Si njemu radost sva

Zato moje srce zna da si njemu radost sva.
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FAMOUS PEOPLE FROM THE PAST

Josip Jelačić lived in Croatia in the 19th century. He was a very brave and powerful man.
He was very important for the Croatian history. Josip Jelačić had the most important role in Croatia at
the time and he made decisions in the name of the Croatian people. Those decisions were important for
the people and their culture. He brought back Međimurje to Croatia because Međimurje belonged to
Hungary at the time.
He made a lot of good for Croatia and its people. He was a great man.

David Kosanović, 7th class, Vrbovsko

Nikola Šubić Zrinski was a Croatian banus. He was born in 1508 in Zrin. He lived in the 16th

century. He was married to Katarina Frankopan. His most famous son was Juraj Zrinski. In 1566 the
Turkish sultan Sulejman decided to attack Vienna. But first he had to conquer Siget. Nikola was the
one defending it. Turkish soldiers started to attack Siget on 5th August and Croatian soldiers were
defending it really well. The Grand Vizier Sokolović offered Šubić the whole country of Croatia for
Siget. But Šubić didn't accept that. Suddenly, on 4th September, the sultan died, but Sokolović didn't
want to tell that to the soldiers. On 7th September, Turkish soldiers burnt down Siget. They expected
Šubić to surrender, but he didn't. Šubić and his soldiers began to run out of the town and started to
fight the Turkish soldiers. But, they didn't stand a chance. All of them died, but they died as heroes,
especially Nikola Šubić. They killed him with three arrows and cut his head off. His most famous
soldiers who died with him were Vuk Papratović, Nikola Kobač and Petar Patačić. Nikola's body was
burried by Mustafa Vilić. On 18th September his son Juraj took over his head and burried it near the
place his wife Katarina had been burried. He died as a hero giving his life to protect Siget.

Lara Mužević, 7th class,Vrbovsko
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Banus Josip Jelačić lived in the 19th century in Croatia. He was born on 16th October, 1801and

he died on 20th May, 1859. He was married to Sofija Stockau. He is a national hero in my country

because:

-he abolished serfdom

-he convened the first elections for the Croatian Parliament

-he was a really good man

-he gave everything for his country

His country and his followers were very thankful for all he had done for them. As a sign of their

gratitude they built many monuments in his honour, named streets after him and put his picture on

a twenty kuna note.

Doris Peulić, 7th class, Vrbovsko
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Richard the Lionheart (1157 – 1199) was one of the most important participants of the Crusade
wars. When he came back from the 3rd Crusade war in 1192, the Austrian governor Leopold
imprisoned him.

In the end he set him free in 1193. After 1196 he went to war in France and at the same time he tried to
get his property back (everything he had lost when he was imprisoned).

His brother and the future successor John tried to steal his crown.

Richard died in 1199 in France while trying to capture Ainora. He didn´t  have any children, so his
successor John became the next king of England.

Marin  Mamula, 7th class, Moravice
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ANNIVERSARIES

450th anniversary of Shakespare's birth

William Shakespeare was an English poet, a playwright and an actor. He
is regarded to be  the greatest writer in the English language and the world's
notorious dramatist. He is often called England's national poet and is known as
the Bard of Avon.

The Bard was born on 26th April, 1564 and brought up in Stratford-upon-Avon.

At the age of 18, he married Anne Hathaway and they had three children: a daughter Susanna and
twins Hamnet and Judith.

Between 1585 and 1592 he began a very successful career in London as an actor, a writer and a part-
owner of a playing company the Lord Chamberlain's Men, which became known  as the King's Men.

He produced most of his known work between 1589 and 1613.

It is not known when exactly Shakespeare began writing but some records of performances show that
several of his plays were staged in London by 1592.

He died on 23rd April, 1616 and was survived by his wife and two daughters.

Some of his well-known pieces are Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, Othello, King Lear and Much Ado
About Nothing. Many of his plays were made into rather popular films.

Matej Mance, 8th class, Moravice
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If I were Romeo I wouldn't forget Rosaline so fast. I wouldn't fall in love with Juliet so quickly.
But if I were in love with Juliet I'd surely would wait for few days before I would marry her. If I were
Romeo I would kill Paris and then I would have enough time to get to know Juliet better. Paris is
simply a man in my way. If I were Romeo I would run away with Juliet so that nobody gets killed in
our love story. If I were Romeo I would tell everybody that I had married Juliet so that the Montagues
and the Capulets could live their lives in peace. If I were Romeo I wouldn't get involved in fights
because that's bad for your reputation. And finally if I were Romeo I wouldn't kill myself because of a
girl; there are lots of other girls in the world...but..I would definitely like to get a golden statue for
people to remember me by.

Michael Mlađenović, 6th class, Moravice

Juliet's balcony in Verona, Italy
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140th anniversary of Ivana Brlić – Mažuranić's birth

She is one of the most famous Croatian children writers. She was born in April 1874  in a little
town called Ogulin, in a family that was well known because of her grandfather Ivan Mažuranić who
was a Croatian banus. She died in September 1938 in Zagreb.

She wrote a lot of famous stories such as The Brave Adventures of Lapitch, Croatian Tales of Long
Ago, School and Holidays, Regoch, Stribor´s forest and many more.

In Ogulin there is a house opened in her honour. She also got her own street - there you can read her
books and watch movies which are based on those books. There are both a film and a cartoon based on
one of her most famous books - The Brave Adventures of Lapitch.

This year is special for the Croatian literature since this year we celebrate the 140th anniversary of her
birth.
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100th anniversary of Dylan Thomas' birth

Dylan Thomas was a British poet. He was born on 27th October, 1914 and this year it is the
100th anniversary of his birth. He died in New York, on 9th November, 1953. He lived a messy,
bohemian type of life. He was only 39 when he died and it was during one of his many tours. He is the
representative of surrealism. His poetry took one of the first places in the modern poetry  in England.
His poems were really popular. Some of them are: A Child's Christmas in Wales, A Letter to My Aunt,
A winter's Tale, And Death Shall Have No Dominion, A Grief Ago, and many more.

I hope that one day 'll read all his poems.

Dorijan Majetić, 8th class,Moravice
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100th anniversary of Ivan pl.Zajc's death

Ivan pl. Zajc is a famous Croatian composer and a conductor.  He was born in Rijeka, on 3rd

December, 1832. He composed his first opera at the age of 12.  His most famous opera is Nikola Šubić
Zrinski. The national theatre in Rijeka was named after him. He died on 16th December, 1914. He is
often called the Croatian Verdi.

His famous pieces are: Mislav, Ban Leget, Lizinka, Prvi grijeh, Oče naš, and many more.

Milica Milošević, 7th class, Moravice
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THE UK

Suzana Petrović, 5th class, Moravice
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London Eye

The London Eye is a giant Ferris wheel on the South Bank of the River Thames in London. It's
official name was originally the British Airways London Eye. The entire structure is 135 metres high
and the wheel has a diameter of 120 metres. The London Eye was designed by architects Frank
Anatole, Nic Bailey, Steve Chilton, Malcolm Cook, Mark Sparrowhawk and the husband-and-wife
team of Julia Barfield and David Marks.
It was completed in March 2000. Its total cost was £70 millions.
Each of the 32 capsules weighs 10 tonnes and can carry up to 25 people.

Valerio Vučković and Šime Božić, 8th class, Vrbovsko
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Trafalgar Square

Trafalgar Square is a public space and tourist attraction in the central London and it was built
around the area formerly known as Charing Cross.

The name commemorates the Battle of Trafalgar, a British naval victory of the Napoleonic Wars over
France which took place on 21st October, 1805 near the coast of Cape Trafalgar in Los Canos de Meca,
a town in the municipality of Vejer de la Frontera (in the municipality of Barbate since 1940), Cadiz,
Spain. The original name should be King William the Fourth's Square, but George Ledwell Taylor
suggested the name Trafalgar Square.

Ivana Holjević, 8th class, Vrbovsko
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Mihael Štefanac, 8th class, Vrbovsko
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The traditional English breakfast

The full English breakfast is a centuries old Britain's tradition which dates back to the early
1800s. Breakfast may begin with an orange juice, cereals, fruits but the heart of the traditional
breakfast are bacon and eggs. They are variously accompanied by sausages, grilled tomatoes,
mushrooms, tea, toast and marmalade. A full English breakfast may also consist of a black pudding,
baked beans and fried bread.

Klara Abramović, 8th class, Vrbovsko
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PEN PALS FROM RUSSIA

Let us tell you something our pen pals from Russia.

Our pen pals are:

This is teacher Vladislav Bykov. He is 31. He lives in the village
Bor, not far from town Tikhvin. He has got a mother and a younger

brother, who is 29. Unfortunately, he lost his father in 2005. He
majored in the English as well as German language in 2004.Then, he
started to work at school, which he attended some years ago.At first,

he taught children German.After some time he started teaching
English. His pupils are from 8 to 15, from the 2nd to the 9th class.
There are only 9 classes at his school.There were 11 classes some

years ago.  He loves teaching.His pupils are very kind, active.They are so
nice and help him, when he asks them. He gets up at 7 o`clock.

The school is not far from his flat. It takes him 5 – 10 minutes to get
there. He has got 4 – 5 lessons a day and one hour of faculty course.
After school he relaxes a little, prepares supper and lessons. If he has

time, he watches films. He likes films with Johnny Depp. He also
likes the Indian movies for the colours, dances and songs which they
bring. He likes listening to music. His favourites are from the 90s. He
does sports, when he has got free time. He skies in winter, runs, rides

a bike, and swims in summer.

This is Masha. She’s 11. She
lives in Bor. It is a village in
Russia, in Leningradskaya
oblast, Tikvinsky region. She
lives with her mum, grandma,
dad, 2 little brothers and 2 little
sister. She likes football and
dancing very much.
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This is Liza. She’s 11, too. She
also lives in Bor. It is a village in
Russia, in Leningradskaya oblast,
Tikvinsky region. It is not very
big, but nice, says Liza. She lives
with her mum, grandma, and a
little sister. Her sister`s name is
Marina. She is 5 years old. She
likes sweets and playing
computer games. She also likes
doing sports.

This is another Masha. We call her

Masha P. so we don’t get confused.

She’s 11. She likes dancing, playing

football and drawing. She’s a good

pupil. Her favourite subject is History.

She likes learning new and interesting

things from the past. Her favourite

colours are green and blue. Her

favourite singer is Nyusha. It is a

Russian pop singer.

Her favourite singer is Nyusha. It is a

Russian pop singer.
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This is Kirill. He’s 11. He is

also from Bor, which is a small

village in Leningradskaya

oblast in Russia. He lives with

his parents. He goes to the 5th

class. He likes football and

boxing a lot.

This is Nastya. She is 11. She
lives in Bor. It is a village in
Russia, in Leningradskaya oblast,
Tikvinsky region. It is very
beautiful there. She lives with her
mum, dad and 2 sisters. Her
sisters` names are Ulyana and
Masha.
She likes sweets and chocolate.
She loves sports.
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Pen pals from Moravice:

4th class 5th class 6th class 7th class 8th class

Valentina Alinčić

Mirjam Golik

Danijela
Milošević

Anja Rajnović

Roberta Vučinić

Vanja Vučinić

Lana Uzelac Zoran Mamula

Michael
Mlađenović

Igor Polovina

Sanja Trbović

Natalija
Dokmanović

Milica Milošević

Dorijan Majetić

Matej Mance

This is another Masha. She's our
Masha S. She goes to the 5th

class. She's very active – she
likes to play hide-and-seek,
skate, ski and dance.She's got a
cat named Barsik. She lives with
her mom, dad and an older
sister.
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We are going to tell you something about our school,
Borskaya Primary School. Our school was built in 1975 and it
will celebrate the 40th anniversary in 2015. There are two
floors. There are 11 forms in our school, but now there are
only 9.  There are 92 students.

The classrooms are light and spacious. There are classrooms
for different subjects: English, Russian, Maths, Geography,
History, Physics, Chemistry and Biology.

There is an ICT classroom, where we study computer
science.There’s a modern equipment and the Internet access in
the ICT room.

Here's someting about our school...

By our Russian pen pals with their teacher Vladislav
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The primary school is on the first floor and children aged 7 to 9
go there.

The teachers of our school are very skilled. They try to pass
their knowledge and to awake the interest for school subjects.
They not only teach but also do a lot of self-study.

Our pupils like doing sports. They play basketball and football
as well as ski. They take part in different competitions. They
won a basketball competition some days ago. There are a lot
of awards at our school.
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There is a good tradition at our school to celebrate holidays
such as New Year, Victory Day, The Day of Knowledge, The
Health Day, Memorial Day and others.
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PROJECTS

Little Bookworms

In our school, we read books in English and the name of that project is Little Bookworms.  We like
English and books in English, too. We read books like Cinderella, Gingerbread man, Little mermaid, Big
pancake, etc... It's a lot of fun!

Sara Krizmanić, 5th class, Severin na Kupi

This year our English teacher Davorka Nekić started a project of reading books in English. She
called it Little Bookworms. Almost all classes are included in the project...even some teachers. Reading
books is what we all have in common. Little Bookworms in our schools are pupils from the 2nd class
(Rahaela Golik, Sanjin Klaić, Morana Konjević, Katja Livojević, Maja Milošević, Barbara Severinski
and Vedrana Vučković), the 3rd class (David Ćelam, Ema Konjević, Ema Lešnjaković and Luka
Majetić), the 4th class (Valentina Alinčić, Mirjam Golik, Danijela Milošević, Anja Rajnović, Roberta
Vučinić and Vanja Vučinić), the 5th class (Suzana Petrović, Lana Uzelac and Vedran Višnić), the 6th

class (Azra Livojević, Zoran Mamula, Michael Mlađenović, Igor Polovina, Petra Tadić and Sanja
Trbović), the 7th class (Natalija Dokmanović, Refik Husić and Milica Milošević) and the 8th class
(Dorijan Majetić and Matej Mance). The little ones fill their reading journals while we from the upper
classes do exercises connected to a book we read. In our school library there are more than 100 books
in English and most of them belong to our English teacher. We also have our own Little Bookworms
library membership cards. We like reading in English – it's a lot of fun! And we like being Little
Bookworms!

Refik Husić, 7th class, Moravice
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We are Little Bookworms from Moravice!

Class 2 Class 3 & 4

Class 5

Class 6
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And these are our reading journals! And exercises!

Class 7 Class 8
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And our Little Bookworm membership card!
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Chain of Healthy Living

For the last 10 years we have been continuously working on landscaping and quality of the
school environment - from landscaping (cleaning weeds) to potato planting, fruit trees growing and
caring for the forest animals.

Aim of the project: to arrange the school environment, clean it from weeds without using
chemicals, and after that grow the product that we can use in our school canteen.

Project:

1. Cleaning the school environment
2. Producing healthy food near school
3. Using healthy food in the school canteen
4. Returning waste to nature (composting)

Goals:

1. To arrange the ground for the garlic planting
2. To farm own seeds and plant the garlic
3. Do a research about salubrity of garlic
4. Do a brochure about salubrity of garlic

Mentor: Vesna Kratofil

The leader of the project: Luka Sečen, 6th class, Severin na Kupi

Other participants: Ana Štefanič, Ivan Štefanac, Dario Tkalčević, Kristijan Medved, Mateo Perko,
Lana Smiljanić and Dorijan Snedec (6th class, Severin na Kupi)

Last year we won the main prize in the INA contest named „The chain of healthy living“ and
got 5000 kunas. We used them to buy a new laptop  and projection screen for our shool. This year we
are also registered with another project. (...hope we'll win)

Luka Sečen, 6th grade, Severin na Kupi
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Project Day 2014

Project day in our school Severin na Kupi
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Pupils from the 1st to the 3rd class from Veliki Jadrč and Lukovdol participated in the project
called What really happened to Stonehenge?.

With their classmistress Silvana Vlahović they made their version of Stonehenge with the help
of Angry birds. They made if from medicine boxes which they coloured in grey - for the real version
od Stonehenge, and for their imaginary version they coloured medicine boxes using different coloures.
After making the models, with their English teacher Jasmina Krakar, they made the poster which
described the chronology of events (in their version) in English followed by photos.

And it all looked like this that day:

Teacher Jasmina Krakar
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Nikola Tesla Primary School Week of English

Moravice

In March this year we marked the week of English. It was a week dedicated to the United
Kingdom and interesting facts regarding it. The week was opened by a short introduction given to us
by a 5th class pupil Lana Uzelac and a 6th class pupil Sanja Trbović. It was followed by the UK
national anthem God save the Queen after which all the pupils of our school went to their classrooms.

During the whole week teacher Davorka held presentations to all the classes leading them
throughout the school which was full of colourful and informative posters regarding the UK
geography, famous rulers (the most interesting turned out to be king Henry VIII and his six wives), the
royal family with its ruler – Queen Elizabeth II, famous universities (Oxford and Cambridge), the UK
capital and its landmarks, TV brands such as Mr Bean and Only Fools and Horses, the government
with a special stress on three PMs – Winston Churcill, Tony Blair and currect PM David
Cameron...and the last poster in lane was the one refering to literature which contained the names of
two notorious writers – William Shakespeare and Charles Dickens. Around the kitchen door there
were mini posters of the dishes typical for the UK while around the library there were mini posters
bringing the world of English closer to us and introducing the characters such as Gingerbread Man,
Tomlin and many more.

On each floor there were paper models of famous London landmarks such as Tower Bridge, the
Tower of London, the Buckingham Palace, Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament, double-deckers, red
phone booths, and many more.

The school hall was decorated with the English speaking countries' flags made by two 5th class
pupils – Aleksandra Trbović and Lana Uzelac.

To make the teachers' room laugh...we put a mini poster on the door so all the teachers can say
it...The poster said: Google must be a woman because it knows everything!

On Wednesday 5th class pupils Ella Musulin and Vedran Višnić danced for us. The dance was,
as you may guess, the English waltz and the song they danced to When you believe sang by Mariah
Carey and the late Whitney Houston.

During the breaks pupils watched the London photos slideshow (photos were taken by teacher
Davorka when she was in London in 2009) and listened to the UK music such as Dubliners, The
Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Robbie Williams, Amy Winehouse, Adele, and many more.

Natalija Dokmanović, 7th class, Moravice
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On Thursday we marked the 2014 Project Day and this was our part:

London – the UK capital of culture

Natalija: Hello, everyone! My name is Natalija and we are the English group. In this group there are:
Dorijan Majetić, Natalija Dokmanović, Vedrana Dragović, Milica Milošević, Azra Livojević,
Aleksandra Trbović and Lana Uzelac.

We decided to present one of the most beautiful cities in the world – London and some of its notorious
landmarks.

So, let's begin!
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Dorijan: This is just a little bit of London. London is the capital of the UK and it is the biggest city
there with its 32 boroughs and more than 8 million inhabitants which makes London the most crowded
city in the European Union. It's well-known for its World Heritage Sites such as the Buckingham
Palace, the Tower of London, Big Ben, Tower Bridge, and so on. The London Underground is the
oldest one is the world.

Vedrana: The UK monarch is the Queen. Her name is Elizabeth II and she lives here. This is the
Buckingham Palace and the royal family lives there. Once it was called the Buckingham House.

Natalija: As soon as you cross Westminster Bridge, there you will see the Houses of Parliament and
Big Ben. The UK Parliament has 2 houses: The House of the Lords and the House of the Commons
and the man in charge for the governement is the Prime Minister whose name is David Cameron. Next
to the Parliament, there's Big Ben - the most famous landmark. It's a big tower clock!

Milica: London has many beaufitul bridges but our favourite is this one – Tower Bridge. It's a
combination of bascule and suspension bridge that crosses the river Thames and was named after the
neighbouring Tower of London.

Aleksandra: London is also known for its black taxis and red phone booths such as this one. And
these...well, these are Jaguars! They are fast, attractive and cost a lot of pounds! But I wouldn't mind
driving one!

Lana: And if you want to taste the real London, you'll take a double-decker ride! Have you heard of
double-deckers?! Well...they are always painted red and they always have 2 decks. If you ever visit
London, take a double-decker sightseeing tour...because...the way to see London is from the top of that
bus!

Azra: This was London in miniatures. I know they look great but the real landmarks are even more
impressive. So, we invite to visit London as soon as you get a chance...and please...don't forget to send
us a postcard! And a little souvenir would be nice,too!

Natalija: With the sounds of music, the English group came to the end of the London presentation.

Till next school year...

Goodbye! Cheerio! Slán! Hwyl fawr!
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Deutschecke

Viel Spaß!

Verbinde die Zahlen und
bemale!

Wer ist das??

Die Nase ist rosa,die Ohren sind
orange , die Schnauze ist braun, das

Band ist violet

Finde die 15 Wörter:

1. OSTERHASE
2. MÄRZENBECHER
3. VERSTECKEN
4. SCHOKOLADEHASE
5. BEMALEN
6. TULPEN
7. KREUZ
8. KORB
9. GELEEBONBONS
10. LAMM
11. HENNE
12. KÜCKEN
13. SCHMETTERLING
14. EI
15. EIERJAGD
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Anleitung: Schneide die Würfeln und klebe sie zusammen!

Spiel: Wirf den Personalpronomen-Würfel und Verb-Würfel. Bilde dann die richtige Verbform im
Präsens, Perfekt....! Viel Spaß!
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Schulsachen
E E N U M � H � B E T M O U �
I W J H S T R F G � A L K
S N D T D E L T I � J V S T �
I � U V N O � T S K U L L I R
M � H U H R S A W C L Z X L �
M D X J W Z G M W Z H U O T L
U V O G L � B W L W I E � � X
G B E I E X L � O U U I R L I
R M F J D Q E S O P A P I E R
E N � C I R I P L B T J L Y Q
I Q P L E K S I G L A D E N B
D � H B R K T T P O S Q N M U
A F E C K Z I Z M C C M I X C
R L F G � X F E F K H Q L B H
K Q T A W M T R I P E O H G �

BLEISTIFT
BLOCK
BUCH
FILZSTIFT
HEFT
KLEBER
KREIDE
K L I
LINEL
PAPIER
RADIERGUMMI
SCHERE
SPITZER
TASCHE
UHR
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Schreib die Präpositionen! Napiši prijedloge !

Wo ist die Katze?

Die Katze ist

__________

dem Geschenk.

Die Katze ist

__________

dem Geschenk.

Wo ist der Bär? Der Bär ist

_________

dem Geschenk.

Der Bär ist

_________

den Geschenken.

Wo ist der
Hund ?

Der Hund ist

___________

dem Geschenk.

Der Hund ist

__________

dem Geschenk.
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Zeichne die Uhrzeiger !

Es ist fünfzehn Uhr
fünfundvierzig .

Es ist zweiundzwanzig
Uhr fünfzig.

Es ist achtzehn Uhr
dreißig.

Es ist halb sechs .
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Quiz-Deutschland

1.Das deutsche Staatsoberhaupt ist der....
Bundespräsident
Bundeskanzler
Bürochef

2.Wie viele Bundesländer hat Deutschland?
26
16
6

3.Wann ist der deutsche Nationalfeiertag?
3.Oktober
1.November
4.Oktober

4.Welcher Sportler kommt aus Deutschland?
Marlies Schild
Martina Hingis
Steffi Graf

5.Welches Tier befindet sich auf dem deutschen Staatswappen?
Adler
Wolf
Krähe

6.Welcher Fluss ist der längste in Deutschlnd?
Rhein
Donau
Weser

7.Wie viele Buchstaben hat das deutsche Alphabet?
26
28
30

8.Wo befindet sich Deutschlands größte Flughafen?
Köln
Frankfurt am
Main
Düsseldorf

Lösungen: 1.Bundeskanzler   2.16   3.3. Oktober   4. Steffi Graf 5. Adler   6. Rhein   7. 30   8. Frankfurt am Main
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Meine

Hm.....ich erzähle euch....

Vier Tage nach dem Beginn der Winterferien, bin ich nach Rijeka  mit dem Zug zu meinem Vater

gefahren. Das war am Heilig Abend. Wir haben alle den Tannenbaum geschmückt  und später auch

Weihnachtsspäzialitäten gegessen. Am nächsten Tag habe ich mit meinen Cousinen gespielt  und wir

sind auch spazieren gegangen. Rijeka ist eine sehr schöne Stadt. Dort  kann man viele schöne  Sachen

sehen. Zum Silvester waren wir alle zu Hause . Es war wunderbar ...wir  haben getanzt und gesungen.

Zwei Tage nach dem Silvesterfeier bin ich  wieder nach Hause gefahren zu meiner Mutter. Später habe

ich auch meine Großeltern besucht dort habe ich auch zu Mittag gegessen. Nach Gomirje bin ich erst

ein  Tag vor dem Schulbeginn zurückgekommen.

So habe ich meine Winterferien verbracht!!!

Doris Peulić, 7 Klasse,Vrbovsko
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Special thanks to all our pupils for:

accepting the idea of continuing with our magazine

taking part in its creation

being our constant inspiration

Your English teachers
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